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Seeking Aid, Detroit Considers Artificial Earthquake
DETROIT, MI –– With the Michigan city facing the 
prospect of becoming a ghost town, city lawmakers 
hatched an enterprising plan to restore it to prosper-
ity: Purposefully destroying it with a man-made, 7.5 
“mega-quake.”
    “We hope that the inevitable influx of aid and 
sympathy for our beleaguered city will be enough 
to restore it to its former glory,” said Mayor David 
Bing. 
     Detroit boasts a failing infrastructure as well as a 
Haiti-esque 15.4 percent unemployment rate.  “The 
positives clearly outweigh the negatives right now,” 
asserted domestic policy analyst Audrey Cannon, 
who green-lighted the proposal.  
      “The benefits can come in so many wide-ranging 
areas.  For example, more than 40,000 homes are 
vacant: If we start the quake there, we could get 
some free demolition out of the deal. The quake 
could even help our football team. If we can get 
other NFL teams to take pity on our feeble, pathetic 
Lions, they might decide to give us some good play-
ers for free.  The list goes on and on.” 
     The actual methods of producing a gigantic trem-
or beneath Detroit initially stumped administrators, 
but they are now closing in on a plan.  “We’re think-
ing of telling the Big Three automakers to build a 
giant, golden hammer to smack the ground with. It’s 

not like the automakers have anything better to do,” 
said Bing.
   In addressing the concerns of his populace, Mayor 
Bing has assured everyone that he has carefully 
weighed the pros and cons of his maneuver.  “We 
conservatively estimate the death toll to be around, 
say...50,000,” he noted solemnly.  “But about that 
many people move out of Detroit every month re-
gardless, so it’s a wash.  We’re totally gonna go for 
it.” (Bill Driscoll)

China  Censors  Mass  Media;  Public  Outraged 
Okay With It
      In a recent move that has drawn wide-
spread criticism cheer, China has increased 
Internet restrictions to protect its people. In 
past years, China has ramped up restrictions 
on electronic information to the detriment 
of its Internet-hungry treasonous citizens. 
Entire cities Dangerous urban areas have 
even been cut off rescued from the Internet 
entirely.  Respected and uncorrupt Chinese 
officials say editing information protects the 
security of its people. 
    Last week, Google announced that many 
of its Gmail severs were infiltrated by hack-
ers.  Google incorrectly named the Chinese 
government as the perpetrator of these attacks. 
According to Google, China was trying to spy 
on human rights activists traitors. China has 
also started threatening working with cell 
phone carriers, persuading them to allow the 
government to monitor calls and text messag-
es or else. Some Chinese citizens have tried 

to go around the censors using codes or proxy 
servers, only to meet a swift and painful death 
be taken to a tropical resort. 
   Wang Dongsho, a businessman in Xinji-
ang, says the lack of internet access is very 
problematic understandable in the modern 
era. “It’s hard a new challenge I am will-
ing to undertake for the glorious People’s 
Republic of China,” said Dongsho, who was 
recently not sent to a labor camp for his out-
spoken comments. (Shayon Saleh)

News in Brief
Brangelina to Adopt all 
Haitian Children
   After donating one million dollars to 
Haiti relief efforts yesterday, Hollywood 
superstars Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie 
are reportedly set to adopt all the children 
in Haiti. 
    When asked if they were ready to take 
care of an additional two million children, 
Jolie—who already has six children—
responded, “Well, we always wanted a 
baby from Haiti, but the government just 
wouldn’t give us one.  I guess it was an 
all or nothing type of deal.  I feel like 
we’re doing the right thing, though.”  The 
couple’s nanny, Sally Richards, however, 
was not pleased. (Jeremy  Lai)
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System Down, Beware 
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The Detroid skyline may have to turn to rubble if there is 
any chance of the city gaining real sympathy.
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new content every day!



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

IGS’D JGKKQ BMGHD DLO JGKTI PGWASX DG BS OSI DGIBQ. AD AV 

BTKOBIQ DGWGKKGJ AS BHVDKBTAB. - PLBKTOV VPLHTN

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT B = A

The number of remaining months of delays before the open-
ing of the Coupa Cafe. What does this mean for you? That 
this project will definitely not completed during your time at 
Stanford, and possibly may not even be finished by the time 
your children are applying here (this assumes you will have 
children in the next year and that they will be child geniuses 
applying to Stanford at age four). Many speculate that the 
reason for the extreme delays is that it takes a really long 
time to get the coffee from the CoHo all the way to right 
outside Green Library.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 
circles to answer the final question.

HOW THE SUPRISE 
RAIN TOOK THE 

CAMPUS...

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 4 of 5 - Hard

7 5 6

9 2 4 3

2 8 9

4 2

9 6 5 7

2 4

7 1 9

7 8 6 5

3 2 4
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   BLIMP PINCH SAVANT SEESAW what the 
bookie called his strongest wager ALPHABET

last weeks answers: HALF EMPTY, MEDIUM RARE, TEA TIME, WI-FI

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: AN EXPERT IS A MAN WHO TELLS YOU A SIMPLE THING IN A CONFUSED WAY IN SUCH A FASHION AS TO MAKE YOU 
THINK THE CONFUSION IS YOUR OWN FAULT. - WILLIAM CASTLE

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being satirized. 

Remember, these are all jokes. To contact us, email flipside@stanford.edu. For more 
information and more content, visit stanfordflipside.com. 
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 SABBOR

 THWICS

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to flipside@stanford.edu. The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Irteza Binte-Farid
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QUOTE: “The Republicans will have this Senate seat over my dead body”--Ted Kennedy, last year

Level: Depends on How 
Good You Are at These
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